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About FRED
Shifting domestic energy usage to support the grid

How can we encourage and utilise domestic flexibility?

Key findings

When the FRED project began in 2019, it was still largely a novelty to see a
Renault Zoe, or a Tesla Model S, or a Nissan Leaf on the roads. Yet, as predicted,
the last two years have seen a rapid rise in the availability and popularity of
electric vehicles—a trend that is set to continue.

FRED is all about understanding how to encourage and reward smart
charging to unlock the flexibility that is inherent when charging a car.
Without getting consumers on board with the principles of smart charging,
its potential could be wasted.

We have worked with over 250 trial participants to demonstrate that smart
charging can immediately reduce the routine cost of supplying electricity by
26%, in a way that simultaneously reduces carbon emissions by around 20%.

Most EV drivers charge at home, using their own chargepoint. myenergi’s zappi
product is a popular example. It’s a smart charger that gives an owner fine
control of their charging, including allowing them to automatically prioritise
consumption of self-generated electricity from their solar panels.

So, we sought to understand:

People quickly learn that as long as they have enough energy to meet their
travel needs they don’t need to charge all the time. The resulting flexibility in
when and how fast charging occurs has the potential to be a hugely important
part of how the UK energy system keeps itself operating smoothly in future,
ensuring national electricity supply and demand are in balance, and networks
are not being overloaded during peak periods.

1.

How drivers currently think and feel about charging their car

2.

How that affects how they charge their car in practice

3.

The motivators that can boost uptake of smart charging

4.

The sources of revenue/value opened up by flexible charging

This happened in the context of a demonstration of smart charging in
practice, combining myenergi’s hardware and cloud infrastructure with
Evergreen Smart Power’s AI-directed virtual power plant platform.

Our consumer research has shown that electric vehicle users respond well to
incentives, and are willing to change behaviour to obtain cheaper and/or cleaner
energy.

However, there is no single proposition that will appeal to all consumers, meaning there is space in the market for several types of smart charging framework to
co-exist, with differing approaches to questions like “how much fine-grained
control does the user need over their charging?” and “how does my EV charging
arrangement impact my other domestic bills?”.
All commercial partners are progressing plans to launch simple, easy-tounderstand EV charging propositions to market.

FRED objectives

1

Deploy and test a range of strategies to determine
the best ways to use flexibility from EVs

3

Inform the development of energy retail business models
to create appealing products incorporating flexibility

2

Obtain real world data to guide decision-making
and test hypotheses

4

Gather consumer feedback to understand how to deploy
flexibility services that have mass market appeal
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Findings and recommendations
Smart Charging… for customers

Smart Charging… technology and networks

Smart Charging… financial benefits

Findings

Findings

Findings

1.

Smart charging reduces the carbon footprint of car charging by over
20%, providing a strong environmental incentive.

1.

1.

2.

Drivers are broadly supportive of the concept of smart charging, but
are keen to have real-time visibility and the feeling of full control.

Customers respond well to soft incentivisation and nudges, and
will charge outside peak hours when given a good reason. Peak
charging loads averaging 1 kW per vehicle were observed
throughout the trial at 1am.

Smart charging directly reduces EV energy supply costs by 26%, with
a further ~18% saving possible from flexibility revenues.
This translates to an average value of £110 per customer per year.

2.

2.

The main technical barrier preventing a good smart charging
experience is the availability of information concerning a
vehicle’s state-of-charge (SoC).

Further savings are possible with better incentive schemes: our
modelling predicts direct cost savings of 45% are achievable.

3.

Most revenue streams associated with smart charging are only
accessible through half-hourly settlement (HHS), meaning the uptake
of HHS by customers and suppliers is currently a blocker.

3.

Customers are keenly motivated by financial considerations, and
crave certainty as to EV running costs and the savings accessible by
smart charging.

Recommendations

Recommendations

Recommendations

1.

Markets need to be designed with price signals that are strong
enough to reward environmentally-friendly smart charging or its
adoption will be stunted.

1.

Network Operators must provide easy-access marketplaces
that enable domestic-scale assets to participate: Western
Power Distribution’s Sustain-H is a good example of this.

1.

Energy suppliers should prioritise the transition to half-hourly
settlement as a key component of their EV strategy.

2.

2.

Flexibility providers must prioritise the user experience, providing
intuitive default settings and clearly-communicated override options.

2.

3.

Separating smart charging costs and savings from the rest of energy
billing and consumption gives peace of mind that smart charging
won’t negatively impact familiar household bills.

Basic data from the car (particularly state-of-charge) should be
included in AC charging standards to encourage interoperable
smart charging solutions.

Multi-rate tariffs appeal to a certain customer demographic, but by
partnering with a flexibility provider simplified EV propositions can be
offered that bypass some of the complexity and unlock access to
nascent markets for domestic flexibility.
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Background
Industry Context

Why Smart Charging?

This rise in electric transportation is happening at the same time as enormous
shifts away from other fossil fuels, huge growth in variable generation from
wind and solar power, and a new drive to encourage electric heating in
domestic households.

Just as motorways and roundabouts get jammed during the morning rush
hour, the energy network is also stretched at certain times of day.

Spreading charging “traffic” out allows everyone to make the best use of
networks and minimises the need for costly capacity upgrades as EV adoption
continues to rise.

As we adapt to a new “Net Zero” paradigm where generation is variable and
demand is high, flexibility in the times we consume energy will prove crucial to
operation of an efficient and low carbon energy system.

6 GW
2021

Drivers need cars to be charged in time for their next journey, but for the vast
majority that does not mean “fill the battery as quickly as possible”.
When EV drivers give third parties the ability to smart charge their vehicles,
operators can ensure that charging volumes are spread out across the day,
broadly speaking arranging things so that most charging happens when energy
is cleanest and cheapest (when the wind is blowing and/or the sun shining).

44 GW
2050

There’s another side to the story. At the moment, the UK energy system spends
an estimated £500m per year on system balancing—making sure electricity
supply and demand are balanced to keep the system safe and secure. This
spending corresponds to around 3.4% of a typical electricity bill (in the order of
£20 per household per year)1.

A sevenfold increase in demand-side response capacity is required to
meet Net Zero targets, according to National Grid ESO’s latest
Future Energy Scenarios modelling (FES 2021)

Because EV smart charging is inherently flexible, it can be used to match
energy demand to energy generation in real time, reducing the cost of system
balancing for everyone and helping domestic customers directly benefit from
their own flexibility.

FES 2021 predicts that by 2050, 80% of households with an EV will need to be
using Smart Charging technology, and 45% of homes will actively participate in
flexibility services to manage the peaks and troughs in supply and demand that
will be part of the “new normal”.

This so-called demand-side response is key tool to ensure energy security,
affordability, and sustainability as we move to decarbonise transport.

FRED is all about demonstrating the technology building blocks and business
models needed now to begin this transition.

1
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FRED facts and figures
250

26.4 %

1,903,300

full trial participants

miles driven (approx.)

cost savings unlocked by
smart charging

1500

60

people
surveyed

in-depth
interviews

453,170
kWh used for charging

49,000
gallons of
petrol saved

200 million
charging data points collected
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79%
DSR positivity
consumers who felt they had a good understanding of demand-side response were significantly
more likely (79%) to be positive towards it than
those that didn’t (60% positive)
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Who’s who
Our trial participants

Our consortium

Over 250 existing myenergi customers were recruited from across the UK to
take part in FRED—far more than the 50 originally envisaged.

Lead partner, responsible for Virtual Power Plant
platform development, analysis, reporting, and
project management.

The eagerness to participate took us aback, and is testament to the enthusiasm
that early adopters of electric vehicles have for being actively involved in the
transition to clean energy.
Trial participants were drawn
from all parts of England,
Scotland, and Wales

Trial participants were incentivised by receipt of a free myenergi communications hub, connecting their zappi and/or eddi1 products to the internet and
allowing them access to myenergi’s suite of connected services.
The vast majority of participants had solar panels at home, and had bought first
-generation myenergi products in order to make the most of their domestic
generation. Many also had batteries, and some were even attempting to
participate in multiple industry trials at the same time.2

Advantages of early adopters
•

Our trial participants are also pioneering technologies like domestic
battery storage and dynamic tariffs, allowing evaluation of the implications of these innovations that could see mainstream adoption over the
coming years.

•

High quality feedback including requests.

•

Good engagement with firmware, software, app releases and features.

1
2

Customer relationship, hardware provision,
hardware and firmware development and
installation, customer support.

Research role with shared responsibility for
knowledge transfer. Elements of the solution
demonstrated at SPECIFIC’s Active Office facility.

Limitations of this trial participant set
•

Not representative of general attitudes towards energy
industry, observations must be interpreted carefully.

•

Solar panels a significant confounding factor in analysis,
both in terms of grid usage and incentives. Summer
observations in particular are warped by the availability of
free electrons.

Customer engagement, analysis, and experience
evaluation. Larger-scale behavioural analysis and
evaluation. Knowledge transfer.

Build, test, and pilot of mobile application
designed to get more out of available flexibility
and demonstrate best case smart charging.

eddi is myenergi’s energy diverter product, which diverts excess energy from solar PV and local wind generation to heat hot water (instead of exporting to the grid)
This was not always possible: for instance, one participant was attempting to let one party control his charger overnight and another control his battery overnight. The two sets of instructions conflicted and led to neither party being able to optimise effectively.
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The hardware
Trial participants had a wide range of home energy arrangements

EVs driven

myenergi products owned

zappi

eddi
9%

other

10 %
165

70

45

35 %

10 %

Other domestic energy tech

11 %

Proportion of
FRED users with
“additional”
energy
hardware
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Trial journey
2019
Q2

Q3

2020
Q4

Q1

Q2

2021
Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Recruitment, installation, onboarding
Initial observations of baseline behaviour

Enforced pause (COVID-19)1

Final observations

Main trial phases one and two

Phase three

Phase one explored load availability for those flexibility services
delivered in four-hour EFA blocks.

Phase three introduced nextgeneration flexibility system
architecture developed in
partnership between Evergreen
and myenergi during the
pandemic.

Phase two explored matching load to arbitrary patterns and profiles
to explore the bounds of available flexibility.
Both phases had the accompanying objective of gathering feedback
on the consumer experience of DSR, and calibration of algorithms
that would be used extensively later in the trial.

Phase four
The climax of the main trial, this
period saw routine operation of
Evergreen’s AI-directed smart
charging engine to control
charging and optimise for
wholesale costs and carbon
intensity.

A small group of trial
participants also tested a
dedicated FRED smart charging
smartphone app that took into
account feedback throughout
the project to enhance the way
domestic flexibility is made
available

FRED app trial
Sustain-H: using FRED software to participate in a regional domestic flexibility trial

1

In spring and summer 2019 COVID-19 restrictions meant so little driving was occurring that the project was forced into hibernation
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Demonstration of smart charging
The heart of FRED was Evergreen ’s Virtual Power Plant software platform working in
tandem with the inbuilt smart charging capabilities of the zappi.

What is smart charging?

Evergreen’s AI-directed platform shifted load to improve energy demand profiles while

Most EV chargepoints are connected to the internet and claim to be a “smart
charger”, inasmuch as they qualify for the OZEV grant.

automatically taking the needs of individuals into account.
Myenergi’s zappi chargepoints and cloud-based data platform make rich,
reliable information available to end users and smart charging partners alike.
Evergreen used this data stream to power its smart charging platform, working
alongside trial participants to enhance the efficiency of their charging.
The beauty of this set-up was its simplicity. No behavioural change was required
of participants. FRED worked alongside existing practices and energy supply
arrangements to harness latent flexibility.

Individual habits

AI forecasting

INPUTS

How much flexibility
is available to use?

Cars are charged

OUTCOMES

DECISIONS
Grid carbon

Special requests

However, even from this efficient baseline, and with relatively minor
interventions, charging patterns were routinely improved substantially,
with significant savings in cost and carbon achieved.

How much flexibility is it
appropriate to use?

Load shifting history

Market conditions

FRED trial participants already exhibit reasonably well-optimised charging
behaviour, with many of them utilising apps and timers to charge overnight, or simply trickle-charging by default.

What do we want energy
consumption to be?

Flexibility improves
efficiency by 30%

Who shall I turn down?
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However, the charging we have demonstrated is “smart” in the sense that
charging occurs at times that are automatically optimised, taking end user
tariffs and preferences into account, but consuming energy in a flexible
manner that supports the wider energy system.

The key difference between this and the status quo is in the user experience,
and the types of flexibility revenues that can be obtained. With FRED-style
automated smart charging, users will be able to take part in and benefit from
flexibility services provided to regional and national grids automatically,
without having to know when and how those services are being delivered.

What do we mean by “improve energy demand profiles”?
By default, charging loads peak at the same times each night—around 7pm
without off-peak rates and around 1am with off-peak rates.
However, networks do not like sharp peaks of any kind, and the optimal time
to charge varies from night to night.

By treating FRED chargepoints as a portfolio instead of isolated individuals, we
were able to optimise charging. Over the course of the project we experimented with strategies targeting smoothness, cost, carbon, and overall
predictability (each a viable method of optimisation).

Smart Charging | Flexibly-Responsive Energy Delivery
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FRED smart charging
Zooming in: 28–29 January 2021
model cost to supply

1

Modelled
energy
retail cost

On this particular night,
wholesale energy prices
were at their lowest
around 4am

(p / kWh)

cost

The resulting optimised load profiles could not have been obtained without underpinning smart technology.

2

Mon

FRED trial participants
typically consume most
energy at around 1am,
when prices were 20%
higher on average

(arbitrary units)

cost

(kW)

This smart charging was repeated for four weeks in January. Each night the cost
profile was different, and the scale and type of load shifting changed.

default behaviour:
peak demand when price still high

FRED unmanaged demand

FRED
managed
demand
per zappi

Zooming out: January 20211

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

observed load
(with smart charging)

3

4

Smart charging activities
automatically shifted
consumption towards
the cheapest period of
the night

1
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Each thumbnail shows cost (black) and managed demand (green) between 4pm and 7am
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Targeting carbon vs. targeting cost
FRED’s smart charging led to marked reductions in the carbon footprint of the energy
used for charging—as expected, and as predicted by prior modelling.

Mean daily carbon footprint of FRED charging

However, an unexpected finding was that the carbon reductions resulting from smart

1000

charging were still good even when not explicitly aiming to improve carbon intensity .
Each night in December 2020, FRED shifted charging loads in order to reduce
the total carbon footprint of the energy used by the portfolio of EV chargers,
using carbon intensity forecasts from National Grid ESO’s Carbon Intensity API.

The mean carbon footprint per zappi per night was 619 gCO2, a substantial
reduction over the indicative baseline figure of 820 gCO2 over the same period.
However, like the weather forecasts from which it is derived, the Carbon
Intensity API only gives an estimate of how the energy generation mix will
change over the coming hours.
th

On one night (December 13 ), the forecasts were far enough out that
optimisation actually led to an overall increase in carbon footprint.

baseline

The surprise was that when, in January 2021, carbon intensity forecasts were
ignored, and instead the smart charging optimisation engine sought to charge
vehicle batteries using the cheapest available electricity, extremely strong and
consistent reductions in the carbon footprint of the energy used were still
observed.

gCO2
per zappi
per night

We conclude that at present, charging your electric vehicle with the cheapest
available electricity is an extremely effective way to reduce your carbon
emissions.

800
600

with smart
charging

- 24 %
- 20 %

400
200
0

This is presumed to be because price generally tends to drop when renewable
energy is in abundance (although this heuristic is a significant simplification of a
complex system).

December 2020

January 2021

Smart charging
targeting carbon
reductions

Smart charging
targeting cost
reductions

January’s lockdown caused a reduction in charging demand,
hence the absolute reduction in carbon footprint

“

Charging your electric vehicle with the cheapest available electricity is an
extremely effective way to reduce your carbon emissions
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Smart charging: more than Peak vs. Off-Peak?
In the world of 2021, many smart charging benefits can be achieved with peak avoidance executed by a
simple off-peak tariff and timer. With relatively low EV uptake, this blunt and inflexible tool works well.
However, unchecked, there is a risk that this approach will cause issues in future. The changes we are

anticipating over the coming decade require the more sophisticated approach outlined in this report.
Over the course of FRED, the highest charging loads consistently occurred around 1am. At this time
one would typically observe 10–15% of trial participants charging simultaneously, with 100 kW drawn
per 100 vehicles.

The night in question was remarkable in its stability. From midnight to 6am:
•

Total energy demand was flat (~23–24 GW);

This is because the overwhelming majority of today’s two-rate tariffs have an off-peak period for
electricity that begins between midnight and 2am.

•

Carbon emissions from electricity production were steady (~170–180 g/kWh);

•

Wind power output was steady, increasing very gradually from 6.5 to 7 GW;

•

Wholesale day-ahead electricity prices rarely deviated from £35–40 / MWh.

If we extrapolate based on National Grid’s Future Energy Scenarios prediction that 11 million cars
could be on roads in 2030, this could correspond to an extra 11 gigawatts of peak overnight
demand, which would represent an enormous increase on today’s overnight levels of demand.
To illustrate the problems with simple off-peak incentive systems, consider the below graph showing
trial participant charging over the course of the night of September 10th, 2020.

However, EV charging was anything but steady and consistent. For the energy system to function well
with millions more electric vehicles, it must find a way to balance out charging loads over the whole
night, not merely squeeze it between midnight and 4am.

September 10th 2020—a typical night of unmanaged EV charging

This period between 4am and 7am is
particularly difficult to incentivise for
electric vehicle charging without a
smart system, but is often a period
that sees low prices, low demand,
and a green grid.
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Overall impact of smart charging
The grey line in the following graph shows the typical overnight
consumption pattern of FRED trial participants during February 2021—
this unmanaged charging pattern acts as a control or baseline, and
features the familiar peak in charging between 00:30 and 03:30.

The green line shows the overall profile of managed charging as
demonstrated over the course of January 2021.

3

The two profiles are similar at first glance: the baseline is already
reasonably well optimised.
On closer inspection, four things are apparent:
1.

Early evening charging is almost always undesirable and expensive

2.

4

Early evening charging was suppressed
Late evening charging was boosted
These periods can be expensive, but, particularly on windy afternoons, can
be just as suited as the early hours for clean EV charging

3.

The 1am peak was less intense

4.

Much charging was shifted to after 4am

Unmanaged charging
(February 2021 observations)

2

Managed charging
(January 2021 observations)

1

This is almost always a good, cheap, environmentally-friendly time to
charge, but is hard to incentivise without smart technology

Minor changes resulted in significant cost savings
According to our energy supply cost model, procuring charging energy in
January using February’s consumption profile would have cost a supplier an
average of 13.9 p / kWh.
However, FRED’s management brought this average price down to
12.7 p / kWh, representing a significant cost saving.
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Frequency response
zappi and eddi devices monitor grid frequency reliably and are capable of frequency response.
FFR markets are evolving to facilitate participation of domestic assets in service provision,
however, the data requirements for the most valuable services make it challenging for low -

cost domestic assets to deliver.
Frequency Monitoring

Frequency Response Development

August 9th 2019 saw the most dramatic frequency event on the National Grid of
recent years, causing blackouts and transport chaos.

The frequency response capabilities of zappi and eddi were demonstrated at SPECIFIC’s Active Office Building.

Frequency response was reliable and consistent, performed autonomously by devices in response to configurations sent through the cloud.

zappis and eddis clearly and accurately monitored and reported this event.
th

August 9 2019

November 2nd 2020

November 2nd 2020

Frequency response on a zappi

Frequency response: single event zoom

Frequency fluctuations captured by fleet of FRED devices

In this configuration, zappi was programmed to begin charging when grid frequency exceeded 50.15 Hz and cease when grid frequ ency dipped below 50.00 Hz. The response can be tailored to the shape
of grid requirements (e.g., can be tailored to dynamic response use cases such as dynamic containment).
However, the data and connectivity requirements for providing frequency response are prohibitively expensive for incorporating in low-cost high-volume assets. For instance, the exciting new Dynamic
Containment product could potentially be delivered by zappis, were it not for the requirement for 20 Hz asset-level settlement data, which is excessive for an EVSE to handle.
A modest portfolio of 10000 UK zappis could provide as much overnight frequency response as a 5
MW battery—providing balancing services to the grid with no upfront cost instead of investing
millions in infrastructure.

A further barrier is the relationship between EV and EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment). As the on-board charger sits on the vehicle, response speeds depend on how well vehicles adhere to
communication protocols.
There are clearly enormous benefits for National Grid in finding ways to include the vast fleet of EVs as real-time balancing assets. This merits further dedicated research.
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Cybersecurity
Consumer protection during the roll out of smart energy technology and innovation is a
key policy area for BEIS, and cybersecurity of connected devices and systems is crucial.
Trust in smart energy technology is generally lower than innovators would like, and negative publicity concerning security
concerns (such as here) could set mainstream adoption of smart charging back years.
Evergreen Smart Power conducted two reviews into its cybersecurity in the course of FRED:
1.

An independent review of Evergreen Smart Power’s secure software development lifecycle, processes and
practices (the “Secure Software Development Lifecycle Review”);

2.

An independent vulnerability assessment and penetration test for Evergreen’s web-based systems and
accompanying AWS infrastructure (the “Penetration Test”).

Secure Software Development Lifecycle Review

Penetration Test

This review found (from Executive Summary):

The assessment was split between white box testing of web applications and APIs, code reviews, and an audit of the AWS
configuration.

“The team discipline is very high and their culture is one of encouragement, learning, collaboration and delivery.

The penetration testing found no high risk and one medium risk vulnerability (subsequently addressed).

“The deployment process uses an Infrastructure as Code approach which is a highly recommended industry practice and
one which the team have developed and deployed with great efficiency.

The review concluded “the development and configuration of the system was found to have been executed to a high
standard”.

“Quality is baked in from the beginning with their use of Test-Driven Development which is a great advantage with
regards to security (untested paths etc…) as their code coverage is extremely high. Code coverage is not a target for the
team, more a byproduct of excellent engineering.”
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Charging habits
The data collected during FRED gives a preview of how households of the future may use energy.
Emerging energy technologies were common amongst trial participants, and, with said participants broadly aware of
tariff options available for EV drivers, the behaviour we observed was markedly different to previous studies.

Solar panels
The biggest confounding factor in FRED was the near-ubiquity of solar panels.
We anticipate uptake of EVs to far outstrip installation of solar panels over the
coming years, meaning some of the behaviours we observed may not represent
mainstream charging habits.
In particular, trial participants spent far longer
plugged in than any previous studies have found. The
zappi’s unique selling point is that it automatically
scoops up excess microgeneration and diverts it to
your car battery, and so it was no surprise to see trial
participants routinely plugging their cars in when they
didn’t need to charge, in the hope that they could
charge for free.

On the other hand, this portfolio gives us a good
indication of what the best possible plug-in rates are
likely to be, as incentives and rewards do not get any
better than charging for free!

Batteries

Electric Heating

Around 40 trial participants had domestic battery storage to increase
solar energy self-consumption, leading to some highly optimised energy
usage profiles where batteries were charged in off-peak periods to avoid
purchasing electricity during peak periods.

45 trial participants used myenergi’s eddi product to divert excess solar energy
to heat their homes, most commonly by heating hot water via an immersion
heater.

In the following graphs, note that net household imports during peak
period (around 6pm) was near-zero even in the middle of winter.

a.

The variety of heating systems used meant there was no consistent way to
determine when/whether an eddi had latent flexibility.

b.

Immersion heating was typically used as backup to a (cheaper) gas-fired
central heating system, where it is economically unfavourable to use them
for any purpose other than self-consumption of solar energy.

Summer: June 2021

c.

Heaters were often unable to operate for long before reaching temperature and switching off, leading to uncertainty in how much energy could
be consumed by the portfolio.

Winter: Dec’ 2020

Several participants also had heat pumps. These seemed to mostly be noninteracting with electric vehicle charging, that is, most people appear to manage
the devices independently, leading to very high loads at times when heating and
charging coincide.

Grid imports from four selected households ( with batteries)

44%
net
household
import
(kW)

Mean plug-in rate
across FRED1
net
household
import
(kW)

1

The project explored using these as flexibility resources, but found:

There is scope for further domestic energy optimisation here through a system
that is aware of both appliances.

The proportion of time trial participants had a vehicle connected to the zappi
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When did charging typically occur?
Charging mostly occurred in the middle of the day and the middle of the night

Tariff selection was a major driver of charging habit

Zappis offer users many built-in ways to use the charger. Four dominated: the Timed Boost function, Fast mode, and the
solar-compatible Eco and Eco+ modes (for more information on zappi features see here).

Octopus Go was the most popular single energy
tariff amongst FRED trial participants, leading to
intense spikes in energy demand at the start of its
off-peak rate.

Solar charging in Eco/Eco+ mode was of course more common in summer and less common in winter, and the use of
Boost and Fast charging waxed and waned with the season to pick up slack when the sun was shining less.
Diurnal FRED charging demand profile
(Sep-Oct 2020)

Participants responded very well to incentives—
those with off-peak rates almost always charging in
off-peak times.

FRED charging volumes by charge type
(Sep-Oct 2020)
Legend
charging on a timer
non-smart charge
solar charge
trickle charge

On the flip side, without any incentive, those with
flat tariffs hardly ever availed themselves of greener
overnight energy. In many cases this was not due to
lack of education, but a deliberate decision not to
switch to a two-rate tariff.

(Boost)
(Fast)
(Eco+)
(Eco)

Charging rates did not vary dramatically or predictably over the course of the week

While Wednesday and Thursday were
generally the busiest charging days,
with Sunday the quietest, variance was
consistently high throughout the trial.
In practice, the only reliable indicator of
how much charging would happen on
any given night is how many cars were
plugged in.

Consumption through the night by tariff type—February 2021

The first lockdown saw charging rates reduce by a factor of four, forcing trial activity to pause in mid-2020

Box-and-whisker plot of weekly charging distribution (one year from April 2021)

Energy consumption by day/night: impact of COVID-19 restrictions
Daily portfolio
zappi
consumption

Daytime
charging
(7am–7pm)

Consumption
per zappi

Night
charging
(7pm–7am)

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun
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The impact of the third
national lockdown in
January 2021 was
pronounced, but the
second lockdown in
November 2020 didn’t
seem to affect driving
habits as dramatically.
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Summer vs. winter
Unfortunately, the unusual circumstances of 2020 and 2021 have made straight comparisons between summer and
winter EV charging demand tricky throughout FRED.
The data shown here thus compares September 2019 to February 2020—September 2019 was warm and sunny, and

was the first month of the trial with high fidelity data collection.
Total charging demand

Diurnal Profile

Grid consumption versus consumption of self-generated solar

Indications were that overall energy demand was on average 20% higher in
winter compared to summer, likely driven by reduced battery efficiencies and
demand for vehicle heating.

The diurnal demand profiles between summer and winter were qualitatively the same, but the added summer sunshine leads to a large hump during
the daytime as zappi users charge from their own PV.

In the sunniest months and the height of lockdown/working from home, the
highest levels of solar self-consumption peaked at 57% (April–May 2020).

Energy demand comparison between Feb 2020 and Sep 2019

September 2019 diurnal profile of zappi consumption

However, by June–July 2020 total self-consumption levels were back down to a
more typical 40%.
February 2020 was also unusual: a steady progression of winter storms crossed
the UK meaning very little solar energy was available, but trial participants still
managed to use over 3 MWh of free energy.
Even if all domestic households have direct access to solar energy, the grid is still
likely to be the chief source of energy for EV charging.
September 2019

February 2020 diurnal profile of zappi consumption

Consumption per zappi per day (kWh)

NB the time axis is UTC: both overnight demand spikes occur at 00:30 local time
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Consumer research timeline and activities
2019

Q2

2020

Q3

1

Q4

Q1

Q2

2021

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

3
2

4
5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

March–April 2019

May–July 2019

September 2019

Nov’ 2019–Jan’ 2021

January–February 2020

July–August 2020

June 2021

Recruitment of FRED trial
participants

42 trial participants
undertook tasks on an
online blogging platform
(Indeemo)

Focus groups with 20
consumers (not selected
from trial participants),
understanding wider
perceptions of DSR and the
barriers to mass adoption of
DSR-enabled tariffs

Signal detection study

In-depth interviews with
seven selected FRED
participants exploring
perceptions of DSR in more
detail

Quantitative study
surveying 1500 consumers
online, exploring:

Interviews with five trial
participants to evaluate
designs for an experimental
smart charging interface to
complement the
development of a smart
charging app

Initial telephone interviews
with 50 participants

We tested the customer
experience of the myenergi
hub installation and app
setup, and discussed
understanding of DSR

30 participants asked to use
instant messaging to inform
us when zappi had received
load control instruction from
Evergreen
Instant feedback/reactions
on how the control made
them feel
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Attributes of a hypothetical
electricity tariff aimed at
those who charge EVs at
home;

2.

Reactions to different ways
of buying and using this
hypothetical tariff
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Everybody is different
Over 160 EV drivers participated in FRED, and most of them charged their car in a distinctive fashion. We
chose fifty participants to give us in-depth feedback about their perceptions of managed charging through
a range of tasks.
Interviews with trial participants were
condensed down into a set of five
example drivers, each with different
sets of circumstances, motivations,
and preferences.

Trial participants made different use of the modes and resources at their disposal, and sometimes it was
hard to establish why some people acted in the ways they did.
However, when combining observation with interview, it became clear that even the most esoteric
behaviour made perfect sense. For instance, one family regularly charges three cars with their zappi:
husband’s fully electric vehicle, wife’s plug-in hybrid, and daughter on semi-regular visits. Each vehicle was
charged in a distinctive and unpredictable fashion.

Choice of tariff
Most interviewed trial participants were fully aware they could save money on their charging by employing
an off-peak tariff. But plenty chose not to, feeling they would have to pay more during peak periods, and
(for example) as young families with limited flexibility beyond EV charging, this would be a negative overall.
Awareness and education alone will not persuade these customers to charge at night.

How much charging?
Everyone wants to make sure they get enough charge in their car, but people differ in how they balance
other factors to do this.
People also hold differing opinions on what “enough” is—and for some there is even a worry about too
much charging (for instance, if they want to leave space for solar in next week’s heat wave).

Finally, people also need confidence that they will be able to complete planned journeys, but that
confidence can be built up in different ways (at least one participant made sure they reached 90% battery
capacity the day before a long journey so the minimise the scope for things to go wrong).
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Consumer attitudes and conflicting motivations
To understand what functionality future customers of DSR-ready services
will value, we sought to understand how they used or would use EVs and
smart chargers.
We spoke to selected FRED trial participants, as well as non-EV drivers who
wouldn’t be classed as early adopters.
Interviews with participants clearly showed that there is no one-size-fits-all
answer to the question of how best to charge a car, with several “likes” in
direct conflict with each other.

Most days Mark
drives fairly locally
or slightly further
afield (with a couple
of days a week
when the car isn’t
used).

“My biggest day
of the week I
probably travel
50 miles”

”It has to be at
either a level I set,
or 100%, when I’m
getting up in the
morning“

“I wouldn’t want to
go to 100% [state of
charge] because
that’s not good for
the battery, but up to
90% is fine”

“I like to
start every
day with a
full battery”

“I like to keep at
least [60 miles] in
the car in case of
an unsuspecting
trip to A&E with
the kids.”

“I expect most of us aren't
thinking about the grid
balance that much.
I'm thinking more about
the longevity of my batteries and not charging at
peak rates than I am
about the grid.”

Chris uses a local public
charger two or three
times a week – it’s free!
If, after all that, he still
needs to charge for an
upcoming journey, he’ll
set an overnight charge.

Joe has a regular commute, which he could
probably manage two or
three days in a row on
one charge (but he
charges daily and at
work when he can).

Mark loves tech,
particularly if it
helps him to be
‘green’.
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“Financial benefits in general are
widely appealing
compared to
green benefits.”

“The EV’s range
is limited and
there aren’t
many charging
points around.“

“I’m lucky enough to
be in a situation
where I don’t penny
pinch or worry
about the mortgage,
but I’m not silly
about money either”

“The car is usually
plugged in on Eco
or Eco+ when it’s at
home to make the
most of surplus
solar.“
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Control vs. simplicity
EVs are no longer the sole preserve of early adopters and green -focussed households, meaning that energy
demand for charging is set to increase. We undertook a nationally representative study to identify how to
optimise DSR services to meet consumer needs, with 1500 people completing an online survey.
To ensure the validity of the study, we recruited EV owners with a smart charger, EV owners without a smart charger, and people in a household looking to
replace their current vehicle with an EV in the next two years. We tested a series of attributes that could be linked to energy tariffs in future.
We found that some people want simple, convenient charging – they’re happy to hand control to someone else as long as they know they’ll get what they
need. Others1 want more control – for them, the greater complexity involved in managing charging is worth it for the feeling of personal control.

Supplier and user-managed charging

Tariff and bill structure

There was a roughly even split between the
number of people we spoke to that preferred
the idea of supplier-managed charging to usermanaged, and both options were popular
amongst our quantitative study participants.

There was also a roughly even split between
those that preferred one consolidated bill and
those that were interested in more complex
propositions involving separate tariffs and
bills.

The study included prospective and current EV
drivers.

Interestingly, those showing a preference for user-managed charging were also interested in more complex propositions like bill-splitting. Those participants more interested in supplier-managed charging were more interested in a single
consolidated bill. Ultimately, customers need to feel in control and confident they will get the charge they need, whether their charge is being managed by them or their supplier. Households are more likely to opt in to supplier managed charging if
they feel in control and so there needs to be a mechanism to communicate preferences.
1

We still expect the trial participants—highly engaged early adopters—and even those currently considering buying an EV (the “early mainstream”) to have skewed these findings towards tolerance of and even enthusiasm for complex tariff/billing propositions and fine-grained charging control.
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Personal control
We also explored consumer reactions to functionality such as the idea of a “default charging profile” and
override buttons that help strike a balance between control and convenience.

Default charge settings

Override option

Both prospective EV drivers and EV drivers expect to set a default
charge level (e.g., I want my vehicle charged by 80% by 6am). Those
who already have and use an EV recognise the value of a default
charging even more than those who do not.

90% of respondents in the survey said they’d be quite or very interested in having an override function to allow them to override supplier-managed charging
and charge as normal.

“My view is that DSR
needs to be able to
take into account
owners' charging
plans.”

“If suddenly for a specific
reason you need the car
to be charged, then you
kind of need an override
to say “no – you just
need the charge””
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Understanding flexibility is key
The electricity market is complex, and while some understand the need for flexibility and demand -side
response, others don ’t (and won’t).
In all consumer studies undertaken in FRED, understanding “why” made a marked difference to attitudes.
“Flexibly-Responsive
Energy Delivery…

Understanding the benefits
People on FRED were open to DSR because they understood the need and
how it could work. They were excited about the benefits it could offer, both
to them and in terms of balancing the grid.
It is important to note that our trial participants were mainly made up of
innovators and early adopters so not likely to be representative of the
general population.

I guess what that means is to
dynamically be able to
redistribute energy as it
comes in to save it in various
locations and do the opposite
when there’s an energy
demand“

Trust
Many people we spoke to wanted to know when DSR activity had taken
place.

Analogies and simple explanations were helpful when explaining concepts such
as flexibility, demand-side response, and the ways they could be delivered.
This is important, as in the quantitative study of 1500 people (including both
current and prospective EV drivers), those who had a good understanding of
how demand-side response would work were significantly more likely to be
positive towards it than those who could not express a good understanding.

This would help build trust (and excitement – for example one person was
impressed at how ‘seamless’ DSR had been, though a little disappointed he
hadn’t noticed any activity as he wanted to know DSR was working!)
This trust is crucial to users relinquishing control and allowing their flexibility
to be utilised for the benefit of the grid.
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“A message in the
app saying it was
under external
control would be
useful!!”

“It is asking me to
relinquish a little bit of
control but I’m generally
relaxed about that and
with a bit more information, I could become
more relaxed.”
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Insight papers
Energy Systems Catapult has produced a variety of insight papers based on its Smart Charging
research undertaken as part of FRED.

For more information about attitudes and experiences, see the following:

Date
th

4 August, 2020

Name

Topic

Link

Demand Side Response:

Understanding what consumers want: what do FRED trial
participants want from their EV charging, and how do they
currently try to get that?

Demand Side Response: The route to domestic flexibility

Understanding what consumers want: five in-depth personas
outlines different customer archetypes found on Project FRED.

Demand Side Response: What consumers want from DSR

Insights gleaned from survey of 1500 current and prospective EV
drivers concerning attitudes towards smart charging, demand-side
response, and energy supply models.

Smarttalking: Overcoming barriers to Demand-Side Response

Quantitative and qualitative research to see whether trial
participants could identify when they received DSR commands,
and to identify potential problems and pitfalls that a consumer
might experience when someone else periodically has control over
their EV charging.

Living with managed charging for a year - Energy Systems Catapult

Putting consumers in the driving seat
Demand Side Response:

th

4 August, 2020

DSR in practice—what goes on
behind the wheel?
Smarttalking:

th

14 July, 2021

4th August, 2021

Overcoming barriers to Demand-Side
Response

Living with managed charging for a
year
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Smart Charging App:
a Flexibility-First
Interface
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Smart charging app
A consistent theme of trial participant feedback
over the course of FRED was the lack of consistent
user interface for smart charging.
Participants were clued-up and bought in to the concept of demand-response,
but wanted:

App features

a.

To know when it was occurring;

•

b.

To be able to prevent it from occurring if needs must;

c.

To consistently leave room in their batteries for tomorrow’s free solar.

Each time you plug in, a (user-programmed) amount of energy is delivered to the battery in
the smartest way possible

•

User tariff considered

•

Wholesale energy costs considered

•

Carbon forecasts considered

•

Make and model of EV considered

•

Charge plan communicated to user

In short, it became clear that to introduce the technology being demonstrated

•

Boost/manual override function available for emergencies

at scale, and capitalise on the flexibility opportunity more broadly, a dedicated

•

Solar self-consumption prioritised by default

•

Charging costs displayed

•

Charging history displayed

•

Optional notification of charging events

On the other hand, the smart charging system was often overly cautious as it

had no way of directly acting on a participant’s explicit charging needs, and
instead inferred flexibility from past behaviour.

user interface was needed.
GenGame Ltd., specialists in energy industry app design and development,
joined the consortium to prototype, develop, and test an interface allowing this
information exchange between Evergreen’s system and the end user.
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Charging with the app
Most trial participants found the app an easy way to automatically shift
charging into the most optimal periods of the evening, but more can be done
to increase the amount of flexibility made available.

Aggregated profile of energy delivered
through the FRED smart charging app

Most users saw energy consumption routinely shifted into the best periods
for charging each night.
Note on the graph to the left how little charging occurred between 23:30 and
00:30 UTC—although this is the time when FRED users charge the most, it is
rarely the optimal time to be charging.
Note also the comparatively large amount of charging occurring after 3am
UTC (4am local time)—a time of day when batteries are normally full.

However, some users used the app in a way that made insufficient flexibility
available, and therefore a significant amount of charging occurred during the
early evening.
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App user experience
User research interviews were conducted with FRED trial participants who used
the smart charging app for several weeks in the summer of 2021
Key finding one: The app helped users understand smart charging operations and benefits

Key finding two: The level of information that is displayed matters to users

Most participants said they understood the concept of smart charging, how the app worked, and how it related to
their tariff rate (see quotes below, in response to questioning about understanding of app functionality and
benefits).

Although all participants were pleased with the general level of information in the app, there was still
appetite for more detail about energy consumption history and carbon savings to be displayed.

Participants said the main benefit of using the app was convenience: achieving low cost and low CO 2 charging
without manual intervention—”set and forget”.
Key finding three: Users are looking towards the future

Participants cited cost savings, environmental benefits, and grid benefits as benefits of smart charging.

Additional data and information from home chargepoints would simplify the user experience further.

“The idea being that
you drive the charger
remotely to come on
and off by the
app….charges in cheap
tariff, done automatically by app”

In particular, data pertaining to the car—its state of charge, its battery size, its on-board charger power.
Relying on users for this information adds friction to the smart charging experience.

“Trying to optimise
CO2 emissions
reduce them as far
as possible, and I
guess optimise
costs as well”

“The smart
charging is going
to try to do the
charging when
tariffs are more
favourable”

Participants expressed interest in further features that could be added to a smart charging app, such as
integrations with public charge points and domestic batteries.

“We can turn off
some gas power
stations, and
replace with
renewables and
save money”
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Key finding four: Trust in a smart charging app must be earned
Participants felt comfortable trusting the app based on positive experiences
with other apps, with the myenergi cloud, and with the FRED trial.

For a commercial product this trust would be built from using and testing the
app to be reassured it is working and reliable.
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A key barrier: state-of-charge and interoperability
The state-of-charge of an EV is a vital piece of information currently not made available to smart EV
chargepoints as it is not a part of the communication protocol between EV and EVSE.
This information would be a big help in designing compelling, interoperable user experiences.
The problem

A major barrier to interoperability

Vehicle state-of-charge is made available to chargepoints in DC charging

Obtaining this data from OEMs (Original Equipment Manufacturers) directly is

standards, and vehicle-to-grid charging standards, but not yet included in the

impractical.

data exchange protocols for domestic AC charging.

One currently-practised option involves complex sign up and authorisation

This means without integrating with vehicle manufacturer servers and

process flows to connect to a customer’s account. This is high effort and high

programming interfaces, a smart charging provider cannot know for certain

maintenance—the procedures are different for each OEM, liable to change,

how full the battery is, and therefore, how much flexibility is available from

and may afford inappropriate access to a flexibility provider, for instance,

any given car.

control over the vehicle’s climate control settings, in a manner that seems

For example, if my car is currently on 90%, my flexibility is relatively low as
I’ve only got space for 10% more charge. My smart charging provider doesn’t

Another option involves commercial arrangements with OEMs, but these are

know this without the car’s state-of-charge information and could mistakenly

currently priced higher than the value of the flexibility it enables.

plan to participate in a flexibility event.

The best option by far would be for this data to be mandated as part of

Input from the consumer (as demonstrated in FRED) is a big help, but

domestic smart charging standards, paving the way to a future of smart

systems that rely on good user engagement have an obvious flaw—not all

charging by default in a secure, efficient, and interoperable manner.

users can be motivated to use a system well.

To accurately and reliably determine available domestic flexibility,
data from both car and chargepoint is currently required

incompatible with best engineering practice.

Obtaining this state-of-charge information gives the flexibility provider all the
information needed to make optimal decisions for both customer and grid.
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Routes to market
Consumers are positive about smart charging: it makes intuitive sense.

However, it won’t become the norm unless it also makes financial sense.
There are two potential routes to market.

1

2

Access customer flexibility through
an energy supply relationship

Attract customer flexibility without
an energy supply relationship
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1

2

Access customer flexibility through
an energy supply relationship

Attract customer flexibility without
an energy supply relationship

Advantages

Advantages

As energy is directly bought and sold, time-of-use
cost signals and trading benefits are accessible.

Direct focus on smart home revenues should mean
faster innovation.

Energy supplier already has established
relationship with end customer.

No consumer lock-in, propositions can support
multiple types of tariff and supply relationship.

Flexibility revenues can be stacked on top of
propositions as and when they become accessible.

Bigger portfolios possible working with customers
regardless of energy supplier.

Drawbacks

Drawbacks

Energy supply not focussed on energy flexibility.

Short-term revenues/savings inaccessible.

Potential consumer baggage.

No control over metering arrangements.
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Energy supply findings in a nutshell
Value in Smart Charging

Incentivisation works

Conservative estimates show each device could earn £110 per year1 in a way that can be readily obtained by an energy
supplier by using Evergreen Smart Power’s smart charging platform.

For the FRED trial participants, the overnight plug-in rate is around 50%. During the day it drops to 35%—still high.
These plug-in rates are markedly higher than previous studies of electric vehicle charging behaviour, which have seen
overnight plug-in rates closer to 30%2.

This value comes from:
a.

Avoiding energy consumption at times with high network time-of-use charges

b.

Shifting consumption to times with cheaper energy wholesale prices

c.

Switching customers to half-hourly settlement

d.

Participating in flexibility services

zappi users want to self-consume energy from solar where possible, and therefore commonly plug their car in even
when they don’t need the energy in the hope of soaking up some sunshine.
With the right incentives, an energy supplier could thus significantly increase plug-in rates and have access to
substantially more flexibility in total, although 50% would seem to be an upper bound on how much plugging in can be
expected (at least, without a vehicle-to-grid incentive system).

In future these earnings can be significantly augmented by selling flexibility services to system operators; the underpinning software has proven flexible enough to handle different use cases, switching to deliver different outcomes with low
operational overheads.

Almost 70% of the total charging on the trial was done using off-peak timers and solar, showing the importance of
structuring incentives well to maximise the availability of a portfolio.

Large portfolios are required

There is room in the market for a wide variety of propositions to coexist

Commercial portfolios need high numbers of assets to ensure resilience to problems encountered in the real world.

Today the variety of ways energy suppliers market supply propositions “for EV drivers” is complex and multivariate, with
two-rate tariffs, three-rate tariffs, and fully dynamic tariffs sitting alongside offers of bundled benefits like free and
discounted chargepoint installations, introductory offers, and public charging perks.

FRED’s portfolio of 150 vehicles was enough to deliver consistent, predictable, and reliable responses to control signals,
but smaller portfolios of 10–20 vehicles used as subsets throughout the trial always gave unconvincing results, much too
easily skewed by single events, behaviours, or technical issues.

Different consumers want fundamentally different things, and will respond differently to identical products, so there is
room for these products to coexist.

There is also power in numbers when it comes to accessing flexibility services. Most of these have high minimum delivery
thresholds—for example, NGESO typically require 1 MW of aggregated flexibility to deliver DSR services.
We estimate 2,000 cars are required to reliably deliver 1 MW of flexibility.

1
2

However, one thing that cannot be ignored is whole-house consumption. Consumers are wary of seeing “normal” energy
bills rise in any attempt to reduce EV charging costs, and are thus reluctant to take gambles on tariffs.

See following pages for calculations
Evergreen’s own observations of unincentivized plug-in behaviour show even lower overnight plug-in rates, closer to 15%; as batteries get bigger, people do not need to charge them up as frequently
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Our data predicts that a typical EV charger could earn £110 per year by stacking savings from
half-hourly settlement of smart-charged EV charging electricity volumes (£66) and revenues
from ongoing participation in balancing and flexibility markets (£44).

£66
Cost-of-goods reduction

+

£18
Volatility in energy &
imbalance markets

£26

+

DNO flexibility services

=

£110
Total savings per year per
charger

This analysis uses data and observations from FRED to demonstrate cost-of-goods reductions. However, with better incentive
schemes, even higher savings are possible. Our modelling suggests that up to 45% direct cost-of-goods savings are possible
within today’s market structure, corresponding to over £110 per customer and £154 including flexibility services.
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Direct Value: electricity supplier cost stack model
Cost Stack Model

Profiling and Half Hourly Settlement

A bespoke half-hourly energy supply cost stack model was used for the
financial analysis.

Electricity suppliers generally estimate customer consumption using
consumption profiles. These are used to apportion electricity demand into
half-hourly settlement periods. Power and many non-energy costs are
paid according to these consumption profiles, irrespective of actual
customer electricity demand within each day.

Wholesale and network use of system costs were taken from industry
sources, using the North West Region as a model.
Other costs were derived from Ofgem modelling based on actual energy
supply bill analysis.

Profile Class 1

The breakdown of the cost stack used for all calculations is shown here.

When scaled across a suppliers’ portfolio—or across total UK demand—
the Profile Class 1 (PC1) curve is a good representation of consumption
and is how most households are settled.
Wholesale power is generally cheaper during off peak hours and network
use of system charges are significantly lower. If you can consume during
these times, you can reduce actual costs.
However, in order to make the most of this cost reduction, your supplier
must settle your bill half-hourly, a process change that suppliers are
gradually adopting as part of the industry move to
mandatory half-hourly settlement.

In January 2021 the price of energy in some markets was £4,000 per MWh
which increased the wholesale proportion of an electricity bill to over 40%
in comparison with 30% average over the trial duration.
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Direct Value: electricity cost savings from smart charging

26 %

FRED smart charging slashed 26% off the

These calculations compare the cost of settling the 19 MWh of energy used for overnight 1 EV charging in January

cost of supplying energy to EV drivers

2021 by profile-class settlement (the status quo) and by half-hourly settlement.
January 2021 saw routine smart charging optimising consumption each night.

Base case: charging volumes settled according to PC1 (non-half-hourly)

Smart charging

NB in this case smart charging makes no difference to energy supply cost-of-goods

Data from January 2021 and extrapolated to a full year2

Smart charging mean profile

Profile Class 1

£3862

cost to supply portfolio

£2843

cost to supply portfolio

£24

mean cost per driver, January 2021

£18

mean cost per driver, January 2021

£255

extrapolated cost-of-goods per driver per year

£189

extrapolated cost-of-goods per driver per year

This represents a £66, or 26%, potential saving

1
2

Daytime charging has been removed from financial analysis as this is overwhelmingly derived from solar self-consumption under old feed-in-tariff incentive schemes
This extrapolation assumes January is 9.4% of overall EV charging demand, based on prior FRED observations of charging habits
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Indirect Value: the value of flexibility
Smart charging unlocks access to direct flexibility revenues from providing services to DNOs and the ESO.
In FRED we simulated flexibility events (Balancing Mechanism and Frequency Response), and participated for ten months in WPD ’s domestic flexibility trial, Sustain -H.
Ultimately, consumer buy -in and support is critical to the success of flexibility services.
Versatility and stackability are key

Consumer buy-in

Our analysis shows that DNO Sustain and Secure services present huge opportunities for EVs
offering local flexibility. On a national scale, the Balancing Mechanism presents another
potentially lucrative use case for EVs. Due to the variation in value across services, the
stackability of revenue streams is essential for maximising portfolio opportunities.

Devices cannot be used without consent and so consumer buy-in and support is critical to the success of any of these flexibility services.
Understanding is key to that buy-in. In our consumer research, participants who better understood the idea of balancing energy demand
were a lot more positive to the idea of flexibility and DSR than those who did not.

Market dynamics
The flexibility service landscape is changing. The ESO and DNOs recognise the need for new
products and services to encourage innovation and there are positive steps being taken by
both to lower barriers of entry for smaller scale generation and domestic flexibility assets.

Market access combines speed to get to
market and the practicalities of doing so
given the current regulatory environment.
Suitability for domestic EVs takes account
of minimum required capacity, data and
metering requirements, and what we have
observed in FRED.

It is currently extremely hard to make accurate value estimations, as markets for domestic
assets are in their infancy. We have used FRED observations and market pricing data to
evaluate potential revenue streams, and have found those in the top right of the bubble chart
to be most accessible and suitable for a fleet of domestic EVs. Conversely the bottom left
revenue streams still present significant challenges.

Bubble size indicates the revenue
opportunity and is based on £/MW data
from market signals and recent flexibility
tenders.
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Indirect Value: flexibility services

£44

Our modelling conservatively estimates that an

These calculations explore the value that can theoretically be accessed through flexibility revenue streams.

EV charger could soon earn £44 per year by

The technical capabilities of the fleet were assessed by sending instructions that mimicked a delivery instruction
for each service.

participating in flexibility services.

The commercial valuations were performed with values from previously awarded contracts. 1

Volatility in energy & balancing markets

DNO flexibility services

It is possible to buy and sell energy independently from the regular trading processes at very short notice in
energy and balancing markets. The introduction of a new industry role, the Virtual Lead Party, is opening
some of these markets to aggregated domestic assets.

DNO flexibility services consist of a payment for decreasing demand (or increasing generation) when the local network is
experiencing stress. The purpose, size of requirement, notice periods, and revenues associated with services vary
according to geographic region and type of product. Delivery is measured with reference to a pre-agreed “baseline”.

Balancing events were simulated and showed high suitability for
incorporation into commercial services. A turn-down balancing
mechanism simulation is shown in the graph; zappi load decreased for
a 30-minute period overnight as instructed2.

DNO Sustain and Secure are services with pre-agreed time windows and are deemed relatively suitable for a fleet of
domestic EVs. Where delivery times are known, propositions can be designed to incentivise load reduction at these times.

Annual revenues

Annual revenues

£35,620

1 MW of aggregated EV charger participation

£53,100

1 MW of aggregated EV charger participation (highly location dependent)

£17.81

Single charger participation3

£26.55

Single charger participation3

DNO Restore and Dynamic are fault response services and as such require shorter notice delivery; difficult to guarantee
with a domestic fleet unless you have a very large localised portfolio.

1

All ESO and DNO flexibility services are tendered on a competitive basis, so contracts and revenues are not guaranteed; conservative estimates for prices and number of delivery hours have been used for the calculations
A balancing mechanism instruction to decrease load would temporarily reduce pressure on the network
3
Based on an assumed 0.5kW of flexible load per charger—see discussion of Device Participation
2
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Participating in flexibility services: Sustain-H
Evergreen Smart Power and myenergi participated in WPD ’s flexibility trial Sustain -H.
Evergreen’s software functioned to limit charging speeds during peak periods.
Overcoming barriers to entry
As DNOs transition to DSOs, making the most of flexible connections on their networks is rapidly becoming a priority.
WPD identified several barriers to entry for domestic assets participating in their standard suite of flexibility products:
1.

Critical mass—portfolios of around 100 houses are usually needed to deliver.

2.

Geography—narrow constrained zones make for a postcode lottery when trying to achieve critical mass.

3.

Metering—domestic assets have a wide array of metering methodologies making standardisation tricky.

4.

Baselining—fairly judging what volumes have been delivered by assets is still being explored.

Sustain-H is a pragmatic attempt on WPD’s part to build practical experience of using domestic assets to deliver flexibility
to distribution networks.

Routine delivery
A small number of myenergi customers were eligible to participate, and Evergreen’s platform worked each weekday
evening to avoid heavy charging loads on the distribution network.

Example of Evergreen Smart Power’s smart charging system limiting a customer’s charging between 4pm
and 8pm to receive flexibility payments from Western Power Distribution

1

Customers had an opt-out, but this was only exercised twice in ten months , showing that with the right incentive schemes
peak charging can be eliminated entirely.

1

On one occasion for ten minutes, on another for ninety minutes
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Device participation: how much flexibility does a customer give?
Every device adds a different degree of flexibility to a portfolio. Large portfolios are essential therefore for reliable del ivery.
From our experience, each individual EV is likely to contribute ~0.5kW of flexible load to a portfolio.
There is power in numbers. In a portfolio, those that need to charge
immediately are counterbalanced by those that have plenty of flexibility. The
question is, how much flexible load can you expect from one device as part
of a portfolio?

This graph shows one experiment where all cars plugged in were asked to
charge at full speed between 3–6am. This could represent for instance an
example of a Balancing Mechanism event where National Grid sent instructions to increase demand to avoid wind curtailment.

When we know this, we can understand the number of cars required to bid
into both local and national flexibility services to meet their minimum
capacity requirements.

On this occasion, 39% of the fleet were involved, delivering an average of
1.58 kWh per charger. Over three hours, this works out at an average
flexibility of 0.5 kW per device.
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This finding was borne out consistently over more experiments during the
full course of the project, and is the figure we use when bidding aggregated flexibility into DNO and ESO services.
As can also be seen from the graph, EV flexibility doesn’t last forever.
Before 6am the majority of car batteries were full. Better models are
needed to make the most of flexibility in the hours around dawn.
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Energy retail EV propositions
People are all different and the EV propositions to cater to them vary.
Most propositions on the market include a reduced off -peak rate and bundled perks/benefits.
Tariff structures
People who make similar journeys might charge their cars very differently and people who have similar approaches to charging
their cars might make very different kinds of journeys. A family of 4 for example will have a very different home and EV use
patterns to a household where people work shifts even though the journeys that get done might look similar.
There are a range of tariffs on the market that are typically more or less appealing to people dependant on how and when they
can use energy. On the market today, we see flat rate, 2-rate (a cheaper overnight rate often with a more expensive standard
rate) or dynamic tariffs (constantly changing according to electricity wholesale cost).

EV offerings
Most EV offerings include a cheap off-peak rate for charging and some sort of bundled perk or benefit,
generally in the form of free mile or a discounted charger. In our consumer research, there was an
overwhelming preference for a flat rate for miles.
Most of the innovative tariffs on the market require you to have either a 2-rate or smart meter. This can
mean that there can be delays in getting the tariff you want if you don’t already. In most cases, you also
need to move your whole home onto the tariff. A cheap overnight rate might seem great for your EV but if
you can’t avoid the expensive evening peak because you’re cooking dinner then a dynamic tariff might not
be for you.
Propositions shaped around customers participating in DSR are yet to be seen outside of trial contexts, but
they will more than likely include a financial incentive for offering flexibility.
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“But I don’t know how that
will actually be packaged,
obviously you don’t have to
participate in DSR. So would
this be packaged as some
sort of remuneration for
customer?”
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There is a gap in the market to offer a unique and layered

energy supplier proposition that can be facilitated by
Evergreen Smart Power ’s platform and smart charger data.
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Find out more
For more information, background, or enquiries,
visit evergreensmartpower.co.uk

or email peter.bullock@evergreensmartpower.co.uk
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